The Klipspringer Hiking Trail consists of three days of hiking. The first day is 14.4km long; the second day, 9.9km and the third and last day 11.5km. Even though the first day is the longest, the second day is probably the most difficult regarding the heat, while the third day is the least demanding. As the hike is quite demanding, it is necessary to plan for quite a rigorous trip.

Day one starts at the Reception area. The trail is marked with the following directional signs and/or cairns (small, fabricated rock piles).

Follow the signs to the north-western corner of the campgrounds. Follow the trail to Twin Falls / Arrow Point. From here the trail roughly follows the gorge to the Visarend Hut (Fish Eagle Hut)

Day two starts with a short climb up the hill behind the hut before heading down a small valley into the gorge. It is recommended to walk slightly above the Orange River for the first couple kilometers in the gorge to avoid boulder climbing right along the water's edge. The trail follows the Orange River approximately 3.7km to a position below the Eco Corner viewpoint. The wide drainage line you encounter after approximately 3 km past Echo Corner (see the Arendses landmark) will lead you to the Berghut (Mountain hut) Shortly after the trail joins a vehicle track you will see the hut to the left.

Day three follows the dirt road for a short while before heading towards Swartrante (Black Ridges). After crossing Swartrante, the trail follows roads periodically until reaching Moon Rock after which it joins the Dassie Trail for approximately the last 2.5km before reaching the rest camp.

In case of an emergency, please call: +27 (0) 54 452 9200 or 0838996357 (after hours)

For information on accommodation visit one of our websites at: www.sanparks.org, or www.sanparks.org/parks/augrabies/.
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